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We intend to do an annual review of testing apps and will be updating this paper
accordingly. Results reported here may change due to the speed with which app developers launch
new releases. We encourage the reader to understand the general design observations and
approaches which will have more permanence.
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About Blended Perspectives
Blended Perspectives is an Atlassian Platinum Solution Partner with experience across many
industries and organizations in North America. For over 10 years, our certified experts have
been providing a full range of services and innovative, cost-effective solutions for Agile, Scrum
and Scaled Agile built on Atlassian products such as Jira and Confluence and the many market
place apps. We are an independent solution partner: we don't build or sell our own apps
which means you, the customer, can be ensured of receiving unbiased advice and best
practice recommendations.

Introduction
We created this white paper to provide an essential, independent guide for Testing using
Atlassian. Atlassian's Marketplace is vast and rapidly changing and organizations have a
multitude of choices for many solution areas – testing is especially rich. With the accepted
demise of the old HP ALM platform, now owned by Micro Focus, many organizations have
realized that they already have Jira, an excellent platform to support all of these testing
functions.
We are not going to focus on feature matrices - these are easily manufactured and are
anyway a moving target based on each app vendor's own development efforts. Instead, our
analysis dives inside these apps to understand how they address the secret sauce of testing how teams together identify problems and fix them quickly. Atlassian's mantra and moniker is
Teams - and it's enabling shared vision, insights and actions that's at the crux of Blended
Perspectives' mission as a consulting firm. Blended Perspectives will enable you to "Test
Together"; equally to "Plan Together" and "Service Together" - for a tool is only transformative
when impactful in scope and artful in execution.
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Apps is used throughout this paper (Atlassian's old terms were "plugins" and "add-on"). This
paper provides a context for assessing testing apps, identifying the relevant apps for
discussion and analyzing their strengths and weaknesses. Since the details are a moving
target our objective is less to understand whether an app has this or that feature - rather we
provide a logical framework to help you select the right app for you. A few readers will be
unfamiliar with Atlassian and Jira so there is a short primer on the tools below. Experienced
testers should easily grasp the points being made, even without a Jira background.

Scope
There are two categories of testing apps:
1. Jira-based apps - built for Atlassian and fully integrated with Jira (for Server or Cloud)
2. Standalone apps designed to integrate with Jira (e.g. Zephyr Enterprise or qTest)
This paper focuses on the most common scenario - Jira-based apps for Server. Further we're
leaving Cloud vs Server and the second category for another white paper. Data Center - highly
scaled and resilient - is considered alongside Server. While maturing, today Cloud apps tends
to run less feature rich versions than apps for Server. So we assume that going Cloud simply
amplifies or constricts the pros and cons of each app discussed in this paper.
The standalone testing apps in the market such as Zephyr Enterprise have a much richer set
of capabilities but unlike the old HP ALM application these apps are designed to seamlessly
integrate with Jira.

Applications Reviewed
The apps we review are as follows:
1. Test Management for Jira (TM4J)
2. Xray
3. Zephyr for Jira
All of these are excellent apps - but each comes at the testing space from different vectors.
Blended Perspectives has experience implementing all three. We have practical "real world"
observations of their strengths and weaknesses. It's this we share.
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The Atlassian Stack and Context for Testing
In the diagram below the very basic model of how Jira works is explained. Jira calls all it's
record items "issues". Essentially types of issues are created that really can be anything - not
only epics and stories, but also risks and other project-control records, and potentially
tests. The key is that once issues are created they can be managed in the various facilities
that Jira provides such as Filters, Projects and Boards. When considering third party apps an
important question is - how does the application work with other Jira facilities, rather than as
a standalone product? Conversely what does the new application need that is not natively
available in Jira. A further element is that reporting apps such as eazyBI can generate
excellent reports if the items or issues in question conform to the basic Jira architecture
displayed below.

The next aspect to understand is how the various core Atlassian applications work together to
support the Software Development Lifecycle (SDLC). Testing is best thought of in the context
of the SDLC main functions. As an example, when code is built using a build engine such as
Bamboo - it will automatically detect and expose any breaks - this in itself is a form of initial
basic testing. Moreover, build engines can trigger further automated testing which will create
defects that need triage in the development backlog.
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Best practices for using Atlassian for SDLC is generally as follows:
§

§

§

Document requirements more completely in Confluence with appropriate flow charts
and context of how Epics and stories are mapped against the application. (Later this
will form an essential part of the application documentation).
Create and link the relevant planning issues in Jira (rather than carry all the
requirement detail around in Jira). As stories are worked on in Jira, code (branches) are
created that can be linked all the way back to Confluence.
As each a branch is finished it is checked in; Bamboo notices and will automatically
rebuild.

Thus traceability is ensured throughout the entire lifecycle, documentation gets centralized in
a documentation platform and relationships are clear.
Notionally, Testing could be supported by creating an issue type called "test case" with more
functional information carried in Confluence. These test cases could be excluded from the
relevant scrum boards. The problem with this is that a test case can be run over and over
and in different environments. Thus test in the traditional sense needs more attention.
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Testing Solution Architecture Options and Background
So if we add testing into this mix - we essentially need some additional entities or
objects. Pure agile calls for a fully integrated testing approach but in reality testing
applications will typically support the following functional model described below.
Fundamentally, defects certainly need to end up back in the Jira backlog for teams to work
on. They need to be a part of the release management process also. When reviewing testing
apps, how they deal with this matter is a major consideration. Testing specialists will look at
the elements below and consider how well supported they are and how manageable the
various aspects of the overall process.

Given the needs of Test Plan, Test Cases and Test Execution, the question is how various apps
tie these elements together. To answer, we have to incorporate the above with the Atlassian
overall model. This helps us truly appreciate how a testing app will work with the Atlassian
stack.
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In the model below we have three stakeholder perspectives:
1) The Developer/Scrum team functions
2) The specialist testing view
3) DevOps which lives in the middle (serves both of these previous functions)
As can be seen below manual testing is going to generate defects but so obviously will
DevOps initiated automated testing.

We appreciate that with agile best practices there should not really be a divide between
the core Agile development process and testing. Yet its also important to accept that for
platforms and other major systems, there are often many pre-existing test cases and
automated testing scripts, especially for regression testing.
Any solution that enables visibility and reporting across this spectrum will be very
advantageous because it will enable teams to determine where there are bottlenecks,
full traceability, deployment speed and other key performance metrics.
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It's important to point out that the end result of any test is either a pass, or the creation of a
Jira issue such as defect or bug. This Jira issue creation forms the work items in the backlog of
the development team. Thus testing apps ultimately trigger the creation of defect issues that
involve the larger whole of the project and team. Because of the highly "intermingled" nature
of development and testing we believe that any world class app needs to be "intermeshed" as
much as possible with core Jira functionality. This is in addition to the straight race to "feature
richness", as well as integration with build engines and other related tools.

Downloads & Review
There is one more additional dimension to our analysis and that's perceived market share.
At the time of this review we are showing the relative number of downloads each product has
below. In our experience this is indicative of the popularity of the app. We always encourage
clients to inspect the marketplace download statistics - just to ensure that they appreciate the
feedback and popularity of apps. It's our belief that Zephyr has been traditionally the market
leader and so has dominated the space. This doesn't mean it's the richest testing app in the
market. Rather it's the first mover and current market leader by volume. There is so much
feedback on these apps that it’s difficult to intuit anything from this data set. The results
though are clear below - Zephyr is larger by 4* than Xray and Xray is 50% larger than
TM4J. We know that downloads are not sales but in this case we're assuming that Xray and
TM4J convert similarly while Zephyr has a relatively poorer close rate (nevertheless leaving
them clearly the market leader).
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Overall Results
The testing space is a complicated arena because there are three, very well qualified
solutions, competing for your business. Yet as will be seen they come at the challenge from
varying directions which means that it's possible to distill the true differences between
them. We feel that it's important to reflect a number of key considerations in how you view
these offerings:
1) Mesh with Jira - why? because we believe that testing is not an isolated activity and
that teams should test together. Jira has been designed to enable this and is richer for
it. Isolated solutions may work in some contexts (complex reporting for instance) but
not testing.
2) Feature richness - this is hard to argue with and is always a major consideration in
this kind of report.
3) Market share. Of course any first mover will achieve such an advantage but it's
important not to overlook what features or even lack of complexity might be driving
this. Success cannot be overlooked.
As an FYI we reviewed pricing and did not consider it a material consideration.
Below is our Jira Testing app excellence matrix:
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What does this mean to you the buyer?
We think that it's important to consider your own context.
A) If you are a smaller organization with say less than 100-200 IT staff and want a
simpler application for testing - Zephyr could be a great choice.
B) If you are a larger organization and testing is fairly compartmentalized and all the
features of the app, being more "meshed" with Jira are not important, then look at
TM4J.
C) If you are a larger enterprise and looking for a full strength, highly configurable
solution for testing - go for Xray.
It doesn't surprise us that all three products are finding success, likely because of some of the
factors identified above.

Each App in Review
Test Management for Jira (TM4J)
Background
This product was renamed when Adaptavist acquired the app from another vendor (Kanoah)
in early 2017. For full disclosure we compete with Adaptavist, in terms of consulting but we
neither build or sell apps. A slight concern is that the original principals are likely in "golden
handcuffs". So it will be important for Adaptavist to ensure that it has succession plans to
ensure the continued success of the app, if or when the original principals depart. The app
was first launched in April 2015 making it the youngest of the testing apps of the three.
Jira Mesh/Model
TM4J is best thought of as a self-contained module, inside Jira. The essential elements
needed to support testing, described above, are all internal objects inside the app. Stories
and Defects are linked to these objects via an internal mechanism that shows which test
cases and tests are applied to the various Jira stories and defects.
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As you can see in the screen shot below you open "tests" to access the app. Note that a Jira
project has to be configured to be able to access this testing app.

Perhaps for reasons of harmony the app makes Test cases look like Jira issues but they are
not. They are actually a part of nested, additional objects for testing. TM4J has recreated
workflows and custom fields for test cases (as though they were issue types) in separate
configuration screens. What this means is that the core features of Jira, at the issue level, are
unavailable to users of this app. In addition, performance of the app at scale is no longer
then an Atlassian problem, it's the vendor's. (NB at the time of writing we have no information
on performance at scale, this will be the subject of a further analysis).
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As can be seen above the configuration of statuses and custom fields takes place inside
TM4J. For organizations entirely happy with the separation of the Agile world and testing this
may be workable. We're concerned that it is too self-contained within Jira. No matter how
many features you add to the core app, you can never align with the feature growth of Jira
itself. An example would be if Jira were to introduce a more configurable hierarchy beyond
Epic → Story → sub task; TM4J would not be able to harness this because all it can do is link to
issue types. A good way to understand this is portrayed in the diagram below:

There is no doubt that there is strong traceability between a story and its related journey
through plans, test cycles and executions. When creating test cases - stories can be explicitly
linked to them through the app. Starting from the story we can create test cases and the
mechanism is shown below.
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Integration Commentary
Basic integrations with Jenkins and Bamboo do exist but are not as sophisticated as Xray and
Zephyr. The main concern again is the fact that test entities such as executions live solely
inside TM4J so they cannot leverage native Atlassian integrations between Jira issue types and
Bitbucket and Bamboo or other 3rd party integrations with such as Jenkins. Jira has a
development pane that lives in the Jira software issue type screen. It is possible from this
point at the issue level to see the state of code/branch development and build status. Head
to head claims by competitors, also state that importing tests from apps such as Cucumber is
a weakness. A review of T4MJ support documentation shows fairly light weight references to
integrations with other tools compared to Xray and Zephyr.

General Pros/Cons
Pros
•

Solid reporting which is however self-contained within the TM4J app (an Eazi BI integration
now exists though)

•

Self-containment within TM4J for most testing functionality can simplify configuration and
is beneficial to some classes of users

•

The simplified configuration is available at the project level providing more flexibility

•

For very large instances of Jira more issues may be a problem for performance (TM4J does not
create issues in this way unlike the others) - however with archiving for Jira Data Center now
enabling issues to be created that are not indexed, this is becoming less of a concern

•

Feature rich offering that replicates test case management of many stand-alone applications

Cons
•

Test entities/artifacts cannot easily be linked to Jira entities such as Versions, Components
segregating testing from the core development planning functions

•

Because test cases are not issues, Jira filters are not available, nor traditional gadgets or
dashboards for testing in Jira (there are gadgets but they are provided by T4MJ specifically)

•

Third party apps can't be used without specific integrations (no issue types); eg planning apps,
time management, reporting and others

•

Scalability is an open question because it's not governed by Atlassian and so none of the tools
and approaches available to scale Jira will have any effect

•

Lack of native code and build integrations
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Xray
Background
Xray was first released at the end of 2013 and so is one year younger than Zephyr. Recently
our team has been working with this product and have participated in large scale enterprise
assessments that have been won by Xray.
Jira Mesh/model
In complete contrast to TM4J, Xray uses issue types for all the testing entities. The following,
all become templated, yet still configurable issue types in Jira:
• Test
• Pre-condition
• Test Set
• Test Execution
• Test Plan

To take this further Xray fully expects a range of enterprise testing use cases that organize
testing functions in different ways, using different projects and issue types, with re-usability
and various levels of access. In the example below an enterprise can have a centralized test
case repository whilst still enabling test executions to take place in separate projects:
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The benefits of this approach are many;
• Leverages all of Jira's native reporting - filters, gadgets, dashboards. Better yet, Agile Scum and

Kanban boards can be used to manage the testing entities as needed.
• Native integration with Confluence via dynamic links from pages to issues.
• Other apps can be leveraged for eg time management (Tempo), planning (Big Picture), reporting

(EazyBI) , the list is endless. More specifically apps that enable customized hierarchies (WBS) can
be used to group testing issues in any way needed.
• “Jira-style” traceability with simple issue linking.
• Each testing issue type is infinitely configurable for custom fields or workflows. Again more

importantly testing issues can inherit custom fields pre-existing for a specific project because they
are important to that project.
• Leverages native integration with build applications such as Bitbucket and Bamboo.
• Simplified permission management (it's the same as Jira).

Enhanced Traceability
X Ray introduced enhanced hierarchical traceability reporting in v3.1 which is a very intuitive
view of the end to end picture - a true "testing together" perspective! This allows for issues
within an epic to be shown and viewed through the testing lifecycle. See below;
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Pros/Cons
Pros
• Most feature rich Jira server based app for testing
• Fully meshed with Jira
• Very strong test case repository
• Advanced email notifications
• Superior hierarchical traceability
• Excellent integration capabilities
• Competitive pricing - value for money
• Excellent documentation that ties testing processes more integrally with the app.

Cons
• Adds a layer of additional configuration management which some organizations

may find "unyieldy"
• For very large instances there have been concerns that this app creates more issues

still. Performance management is important at this point and Data Centre is advisable the launch of new features such as archiving for scalability can help with this
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Integration Commentary
It’s our belief that XRay has the most powerful native integration capabilities of the three
apps. Certainly from a documentation standpoint, it’s the "hands down" winner;
Integrations & API
• Continuous Integration Tools
• Integration with Bamboo
• Integration with Jenkins
• Integration with TeamCity
• Integration with TeamCity (legacy)
• Integration with GitLab
• Integration with CircleCI
• Integration with Maven
• Integration with Confluence
• Integration with Xporter
• Integration with eazyBI
• Integration with Structure

REST API
• Tests - REST
• Pre-Conditions - REST
• Test Sets - REST
• Test Plans - REST
• Test Executions - REST
• Test Runs - REST
• Test Repository - REST
• Import Execution Results - REST
• Export Execution Results - REST
• Importing Cucumber Tests - REST
• Exporting Cucumber Tests - REST
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When considering purchasing enterprise strength apps - integration with continuous
integration tools such as Bamboo and Jenkins is critical from an automated testing
standpoint. Further dev ops integrations and 3rd party apps are also very useful to bind
all teams together.

Zephyr
Background
The big news with Zephyr is that it has just been acquired by Smartbear. Smartbear is a
strong testing consultancy and our view is that this will only strengthen the overall Zephyr
Atlassian offering. Zephyr first launched its testing app in 2012 so it has had 6 continuous
years of development and support being the oldest of the major players in the market. It is
also the only one of the three that has an enterprise “stand alone” version for testing,
considered much more sophisticated than integrated Jira applications.
Jira Mesh/Model
Unlike TM4J, Zephyr is more grounded in Jira, as the test case object is a real issue type, thus
enabling greater access to all the various standard capabilities that Jira offers. For instance
issue types can easily be segregated into their relevant Jira versions; a very important control
and management feature in Jira. Filters, gadgets and Dashboards are therefore also
available. Powerful integrated reporting is available due to the tighter integration with Jira:
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Instead of simply jumping to all testing functions - Zephyr offers a drop down menu as well as
a link inside a board or a project (see below) . The major problem with Zephyr in our view is
that there is no obvious central repository of test cases which can easily be re-used across
projects. There are two workarounds for this - create a central project of test cases and clone
the ones needed for a specific project (not very efficient), or simply import test cases from an
excel file as required.

There is no doubt that Zephyr is an easy tool to adopt and a key feature in our minds is that it
calls out traceability not just as a report but as a core function. I have always liked the
simplicity of the traceability functionality in Zephyr.
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Pros /Cons
Pros
• Has a native importer - can create tests from Excel or XML, allows a team that has their test cases in

Excel format to get up and running quickly
• Our view is that it’s the fastest, easiest app to set up, use and configure
• Test steps can be cloned across issues
• Easy to create new tests or defects from the UI with the correct issue links in one step
• Generally easy and intuitive interface

Cons
• Weak on preconditions for test cases
• Enabled globally rather than at the project level
• not strong on email notifications
• Importing tests from different tools such as Cucumber
• Relatively expensive when also including Zapi vs X Ray and J4MT
• Folder structure is a new feature and is tied primarily to test cycles. It does not appear to be a fully

featured test case repository as per X Ray
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Integrations
• A number of additional apps that go with Zephyr allow for strong integration such as:
• Zapi (restful APIs, Jenkins, Bamboo as well as other tools)
• Zephyr Blueprints for Confluence
• Specific Bamboo integration Apps

APPENDIX
1 Server Pricing
How the three stack up on Server;

Xray

Zephyr + Zapi

TM4J

10

$10

$10 + $10

$10

25

$500

$750 + $250

$700

50

$1,000

$1,500 + $500

$1400

100

$2,000

$3,000 + $1000

$2800

250

$4,000

$6,000 + $1500

$5600

500

$6,500

$8,000 + $2000

$9000

2000

$10,000

$12,000 + $2500

$15000

10,000

$13,000

$15,000 + $3000

$20000

over 10,000

$16,000

$20,000* + $3500

$25000

Users

It’s our understanding that many integrations available in Xray are not available in Zephyr
unless you purchase Zapi.
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Comments
The products have a similar pricing structure, with Xray being the least expensive. Test
Management for Jira (TM4J) is significantly more expensive for a larger number of users.
On renewal at 50% of the up front cost this becomes less of a fact.
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